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Abstract

Anthropomorphic multibody models typically have a fragile sense of balance and generate ground reaction force

profiles that do not look similar to experimentally measured human ground reaction force profiles. In contrast, the

point-mass spring-loaded-inverted-pendulum (SLIP) can be made to walk or run in a balanced manner with center-

of-mass kinematics and ground reaction force profiles that could be mistaken for the equivalent human data. A stance

limb controller is proposed that uses a planar SLIP to compute a reference trajectory for a planar anthropomorphic

multibody gait model. The torso of the anthropomorphic model is made to track the computed trajectory of the

SLIP using a feedback control system. The aim of this partitioned approach to gait simulation is to endow the

anthropomorphic model with the human-like gait of the simpler SLIP model.
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1. Introduction

A predictive, forward-dynamic model and computer simulation of human gait has many important medical and

research applications. Most human simulation work has focused on inverse dynamics studies to quantify joint reac-

tion forces and muscle loads [1, 2]. Inverse dynamics is not predictive — it works backwards from experimentally

measured motions in an effort to find the forces that caused the motion. Although inverse dynamics is very useful

for understanding how a human may have moved during an experiment, this approach inherently masks the principal

motivations of balance and locomotion that ultimately led the subject to move in a particular manner. In contrast,

forward dynamics determines how a mechanism will move without the need for experimentation, but requires that

a suitable control system be formulated to make the model walk (in the case of this paper) in a human-like manner.

This paper is focused on testing a candidate control system to allow a multibody gait model to walk in a human like

manner at a constant velocity.
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The majority of gait controllers developed by the robotics and kinesiology communities are focused on enforcing

periodic leg movements typical of walking. The focus on maintaining the periodicity of walking has led to the

development of a rigorous theoretical framework for analyzing periodic systems with applied impulses (the impulses

occur when the foot models contact the ground), be they robot [3, 4] or human [5]. Many heuristic controllers have also

been developed on the assumption that the key feature of walking is the periodicity of the legs [6, 7, 8, 9]. Although

the resulting model kinematics of these simulations are in some cases very similar to human joint kinematics, the

ground reaction force profiles are vastly different. These differences arise — particularly in [5, 7, 8, 9] due to the use

of high-gain feedback control — because the control system is preventing the kinematics of the legs from flexing from

the predefined joint trajectories under load, resulting in impulsive ground reaction forces during contact onset that are

not characteristic of human ground reaction force profiles [1].

In contrast, the trajectory of the torso can be selected as a control objective allowing the kinematics of the legs

to evolve freely during the stance phase, potentially eliminating spurious ground reaction forces. Controllers that

regulate the orientation of the torso have been formulated for passive walking machines [10, 11], partial gait models

[12], and more recently a sagittal plane walking model [13]. Each of these models has its drawbacks when considered

in the context of human walking: the passive walking machines display a lot of torso sway relative to a human [14];

the partial gait model [12] assumes that the hip torque applied to the torso does not change the force vector applied to

the hip; and the sagittal plane walking model [13] uses a heuristic controller, which has unknown stability properties

and exhibits more torso sway than a human does while walking [14].

Recently, Poulakakis and Grizzle [15, 16] used input-output feedback linearization to embed desirable torso dy-

namics into the controller of a simplified planar robot (Fig. 1B). Their model, the asymmetric spring loaded inverted

pendulum (ASLIP), consists of a planar biped with massless, telescoping legs that attach at the hip joint of the torso.

The center-of-mass (COM) of the torso is not coincident with the hip joint, adding non-trivial torso dynamics to the

system equations of the biped. Poulakakis and Grizzle used the hip torque and leg force (the linear force generated

by the telescoping leg) of the model to control the state of the torso. This control was achieved by embedding the

dynamics of the desired plant (Fig. 1A), the spring loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP model), into the control laws for

the hip torque and leg force of the ASLIP using input-output feedback linearization [17, 18].

Interestingly there is a high degree of similarity between human COM kinematics and ground reaction force

profiles to those of the SLIP model during both walking and running [19]. The COM kinematics and ground reaction

force profiles can be made to fit simultaneously within ±1 standard deviation of human profiles [14] if the point

contacts of the SLIP model are allowed to translate forward at a velocity that is similar to the center-of-pressure

(COP) velocity in humans [20]. The quality of fit between the SLIP model and human walking and the illustration

that this gait can be embedded in more elaborate models [15, 16] inspired the current investigation to determine if

human-like SLIP dynamics could be embedded into a sagittal plane human gait model. The investigation first begins

by extending Poulakakis and Grizzle’s ASLIP model and control laws to a bipedal ASLIP model in Sec. 2, simulates

walking motions, and then proceeds to apply the same control framework to a multibody sagittal plane gait model in

Sec. 3.

2. The SLIP and ASLIP models

The standard planar SLIP model (denoted with a subscript ‘S ’ in equations) consists of a point mass (m) in a

uniform gravity field, g, with two massless linear springs with a fixed resting length (r0) and no preload (Fig. 1A).

Each leg behaves like a massless prismatic joint (actuated by forces of magnitude pS ,1 and pS ,2) connected to the

ground (during stance) with revolute joints. Together both legs exert a net force of fS x and fS y to the SLIP point

mass in the horizontal x and vertical directions y respectively. Although the dynamic equations of the SLIP model,

Eqns. 1-2 , are very simple, it can be made to walk or run with human-like ground reaction force and COM kinematic

profiles [19] using optimized initial conditions selected to yield limit-cycle walking or running.

ẍS =
1

m
fS x (1)

ÿS =
1

m
( fS y − mg) (2)
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The legs of the SLIP behave like linear springs attached to the ground through a revolute joint at point (cxi, cyi,

where i = 1 for leg 1, and i = 2 for leg 2) until the foot leaves the ground (when r0 +
yS

sin(αS ,i)
< 0, note αS ,i is negative)

putting the leg into swing. The swing limb is held at a constant angle φS (its terminal swing angle) relative to the

stance limb until the foot contacts the ground (when r0 +
yS

sin(αS ,i)
≥ 0). The swing limb angle was defined with respect

to the stance limb, rather than the inertial frame [19], because this definition appears to offer increased orbital stability

for slow walking gaits. It is assumed that the spring freely rotates about both the mass and the ground during stance,

and that the contact end of the spring sticks and does not slip.

Fig. 1: The bipedal SLIP model is shown in panel A). The monopedal ASLIP [15] is shown in panel B). The bipedal ASLIP developed in this work

is in panel C). The sign of each angle and torque follows the right hand rule

The net force acting on the point mass, ( fS x, fS y), can be found using Eqns. 4 and 5 as the sum of the spring forces

generated by each leg defined in Eqn. 3. The variable n is used throughout the equations in this paper to denote the

number of legs in contact with the ground; n is set to 1 for single stance, and 2 for double stance.

pS ,i = −ki(ri − r0) (3)

fS x =

n∑
i=1

−pS ,i cos(αS ,i) (4)

fS y =

n∑
i=1

−pS ,i sin(αS ,i) (5)

Substituting in Eqns. 3-5 into Eqns. 1-2 yields the dynamic equations of motion for a monopedal SLIP (n set to 1) and
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the bipedal SLIP (n set to 2) during stance.

ẍS =
1

m

n∑
i=1

ki(ri − r0) cos(αS ,i) (6)

ÿS =
1

m

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
n∑

i=1

ki(ri − r0) sin(αS ,i) − mg

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (7)

Fig. 2: A comparison of the COM kinematics and ground reaction forces generated by a bipedal sliding SLIP model (black) and human curves

(gray) [14] during a single gait cycle at a fast pace

The ground reaction force profiles and COM kinematics of human gait and the gait of the SLIP model can be very

similar [19], which suggests that humans control their legs to act like linear springs during steady state walking and

running. The similarity can be further improved if the contact point is translating forward (a sliding SLIP model) at

a constant velocity that is matched to the average center of pressure velocity of human running [20]. The walking

motion of a bipedal SLIP model was simulated (Fig. 2) using Eqns. 6-7 to compare the COM kinematics and ground

reaction force profiles of the model to human data [14]. The parameters chosen for the model was consistent with

Geyer et al.’s SLIP simulation [19] — with an 1.80 m tall, 80 kg man walking at 1.75 m/s — except the contact point

translated horizontally with a velocity of 0.25 m/s, approximating the average COP translation of a human during

walking. The mass of the SLIP model represents the mass of the head, arms and trunk (in this case m = 54.2 kg)

calculated using anthropometric tables [1]. The legs of the bipedal SLIP model had a stiffness of 13 kN/m and were

held at φS = 0.6 radians apart during swing to maintain a stable limit cycle at this quick walking speed. The stiffness

of the legs was chosen to be consistent with the frequency constant ( f =
√

k/m) of Geyer et al.’s SLIP simulation

[19].

The SLIP model can be made to resemble the human form more closely by adding a hip joint and a torso above the

massless legs. Poulakakis and Grizzle introduced an asymmetric monopedal (running) SLIP model (ASLIP, denoted

with a subscript ‘A’) that included a torso, with the linear leg actuators terminating at a hip joint (Fig. 1B). The

equations of motion of the ASLIP, Eqns. 8-10, are very similar to those of the SLIP but include torso (of mass m,

inertia J, length L, oriented at angle θA relative to the inertial frame) dynamics, which are a critical component for an
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anthropomorphic gait model.

ẍA =
1

m
fAx (8)

ÿA =
1

m
( fAy − mg) (9)

θ̈A =
1

J
(L( fAx sin(θA) − fAy cos(θA)) + τA) (10)

Fig. 3: Free body diagram of the ASLIP. The leg has been drawn to emphasize that it behaves like a massless telescoping force actuator

A statics analysis (Fig. 3) of the massless leg can be used to obtain the expressions for the forces and torques applied

to the torso. In the local (x′, y′) axis parallel to the leg, with unit vectors ((x̂′, ŷ′)), we have

∑
F · x̂′ = 0, qA − fA2 = 0 (11)∑
F · ŷ′ = 0, pA − fA1 = 0 (12)∑
τ = 0, −τA + qAlA = 0. (13)

Solving Eqns. 11-13 for the net force applied to the torso ( fA2 x̂′ + fA1ŷ′) as a function of the actuator outputs (pA and

τA), and resolving the result into the global coordinate frame yields

fAx =

n∑
i=1

−pA,i sin(θA + αA,i) +
τA,i

lA,i
cos(θA + αA,i) (14)

fAy =

n∑
i=1

pA,i cos(θA + αA,i) +
τA,i

lA,i
sin(θA + αA,i). (15)

The forces applied to the hip (horizontal fAx and vertical fAy forces) are no longer simply spring forces, but are the

sum of the forces generated by the linear actuator pA,i, and the reaction force qA,i created by the applied hip torque

τA, as shown in Eqns. 14-15. Substituting Eqns. 14-15 into Eqns. 8-10 gives the equations of motion of the ASLIP

during single stance (n=1) and double stance (n=2) phases. Note that since Poulakakis and Grizzle’s ASLIP model is
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monopedal, it only makes use of the single stance (n = 1) phase.

ẍA =
1

m

n∑
i=1

(
−pA,i sin(θA + αA,i) +

τA,i cos(θA + αA,i)

lA,i

)
(16)

ÿA =
1

m

n∑
i=1

(
pA,i cos(θA + αA,i) +

τA,i sin(θA + αA,i)

lA,i

)
− g (17)

θ̈A =
1

J

n∑
i=1

(
τA,i

lA,i − L sin(αA,i)

lA,i
− LpA,i cos(αA,i)

)
(18)

2.1. ASLIP Single Stance Phase Control
The ASLIP is able to run exactly like a SLIP model using the control laws that Poulakakis and Grizzle formulated

that embed the dynamics of the SLIP model into the closed-loop equations of the ASLIP. They chose the hip torque,

τA (where subscript ‘A’ denotes the ASLIP), to regulate the orientation of the torso of their single stance model using

input-output feedback linearization [17, 18]. This control law can be found by setting the angular acceleration of the

torso to an error term νθ, as shown in Eqn. 19, and solving for τA as in Eqn. 21.

θ̈A = νθ (19)

Poulakakis and Grizzle formulated the feedback error term,νθ, for single stance, to render the desired orientation

of the torso, θ0, to an exponentially stable set point.

νθ = −Kθ(θA − θ0) − Dθθ̇A (20)

The hip torque that regulates the orientation of the torso to the error term, νθ, can be found by substituting Eqn. 19

into Eqn. 10 and solving for τA.

τA = νθJ − L( fAx sin(θA) − fAy cos(θA)) (21)

After substituting in Eqns. 14-15 for the single stance phase, Eqn. 21 becomes

τA = lA
νθJ + LpA cos(αA)

lA − L sin(αA)
. (22)

where all of the above subscript A terms refer to quantities associated with the monopedal — equivalent to single

stance because the model has massless legs — ASLIP model (Fig. 1 B). After performing a coordinate transformation,

Poulakakis and Grizzle arrived at a control law for the leg force, pA, that renders the dynamic equations of the ASLIP

identical to the SLIP when νθ = 0.

pA =
lA − L sin(αA)

rA
pS (23)

The nonlinear coordinate transformation required to derive Eqn. 23 is quite involved because both the SLIP and ASLIP

models are underactuated (they have fewer actuators than degrees of freedom). Refer to Poulakakis’s thesis [21] and

Ch. 4 of Isidori [17] for details. Substituting Eqns. 22 and 23 into Eqns. 14-15 and finally into Eqns. 8-10 for the

single stance phase case (n = 1) results in the closed-loop equations of motion for the monopedal ASLIP model.

ẍA =

(lA − L sin(αA))(lA sin(θA + αA) − L cos(θA))
pS

r
− cos(θA + αA)νθJ

m(L sin(αA) − lA)
(24)

ÿA =

(lA − L sin(αA))(−lA cos(θA + αA) − L sin(θA))
pS

r
m(L sin(αA) − lA)

(25)

+
mg(lA − L sin(αA)) − νθJ sin(θA + αA)

m(L sin(αA) − lA)

θ̈A = νθ (26)
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After making use of a trigonometric identity (detailed in Poulakakis thesis [21]), the closed loop ASLIP equations

become identical to the dynamic equations of the SLIP (Eqns. 6 and 7) but only when the torso of the ASLIP is being

perfectly regulated (νθ = 0). The ASLIP and SLIP COM accelerations will differ when the torso of the ASLIP is not

at the desired set point (νθ � 0 because θA � θ0 and/or θ̇A � 0) due to the extra hip torque that is required to regulate

the orientation of the torso to the desired set point.

2.2. ASLIP Double Stance Phase Control

Here we extend Poulakakis and Grizzle’s single stance ASLIP controller to function during double stance. The

bipedal ASLIP and SLIP models both have a single stance phase as before, but now they also have a double stance

phase which is necessary to simulate walking. In order to emulate the SLIP model during double stance, a control law

must be derived that renders the closed loop bipedal ASLIP dynamic equations identical to the dynamic equations of

the SLIP model.

ẍA = ẍS (27)

ÿA = ÿS (28)

θ̈A = νθ (29)

The expression for the two hip torques, τA,1 and τA,2, that satisfy Eqn. 29 can be found by setting θ̈A = νθ in Eqn. 18

and solving for τA,1 and τA,2.

2∑
i

τA,i

(
lA,i − L sin(αA,i)

lA,i

)
= νθJ +

2∑
i=1

LpA,i cos(αA,i) (30)

During double stance the ASLIP model is overactuated because Eqn. 30 shows that there are four control variables

to solve for (two hip torques τA,1, τA,2 and two leg forces pA,1, pA,2) yet only three equations, Eqns. 27-29, that these

leg forces and hip torques need to satisfy. Although there is no unique solution to this system of equations, it can

be solved analytically if a fourth equation is introduced. Here we introduce a fourth equation that constrains the

torque generated by each hip to be proportional to the vertical component of the ground reaction force beneath each

corresponding telescoping leg ( fAy,1 and fAy,2). A physical interpretation of this heuristic is that torque is shared

between each hip according to how much traction is present under the respective foot, an important consideration

given that hip torques will result in a relatively large horizontal ground reaction force at the feet. Note that Eqn. 31 is

a convenient heuristic, as it is not presently known how humans share torque across their hips during double stance.

τA,1

fAy,1
− τA,2

fAy,2
= 0 (31)

Since the four equations (Eqns. 27-31) are linear in the four unknowns of interest (τA,1, τA,2, pA,1 and pA,2), they

can be solved symbolically (using Maple [22]). The solution yields expressions for the two hip torques (τA,1 and

τA,2) and leg forces (pA,1 and pA,2) that when substituted into the dynamic equations of the ASLIP will regulate the

orientation of the torso and cause the COM trajectory of the ASLIP and SLIP models to match. The solutions for the

previously described leg forces and hip torques are not reproduced in this manuscript due to their unwieldy size (the

final expressions span several pages). As a note, this system of four equations could also be solved numerically. The

performance differences between the symbolic and numeric solutions is presently not known.

The bipedal ASLIP and a bipedal SLIP (Eqns. 1-2) models were simulated (using ode45 in Matlab Simulink

[23]) for comparison purposes. The bipedal ASLIP was simulated by using Poulakakis and Grizzle’s closed loop

expressions Eqns. 24-26 during single stance, and then Eqns. 16-18 (n = 2) using the solutions to Eqns. 27- 31 for

the hip torques (τA,1,τA,2) and leg forces (pA,1, pA,2) during double stance. The swing angle of the ASLIP model,

φA,S W , was set so that the contact points of both the SLIP and the ASLIP would coincide. The inertia of the ASLIP

represents inertia of the head, arms and trunk of this person (in this case J = 3.6 kg m2) and was calculated using an

anthropometric table [1]. The forward velocity of the models was set to 1.2 m/s, with a COP velocity of 0.20 m/s to

more closely match a natural walking pace [14]. The remaining simulation parameters are identical to the ones used
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Fig. 4: Simulation results for a bipedal ASLIP model. The Euclidean distance between the bipedal ASLIP COM and SLIP COM is shown in panel

A). The hip torques of the bipedal ASLIP during steady state walking are shown in panel B). The ground reaction forces generated by Leg 2 are

shown in panel C)

to generate Fig. 2 as described in Sec. 2. The initial conditions of the model and the swing angle were selected using

optimization (using fminsearch in Matlab) to yield a gait with a stable limit cycle.

The simulation results show that that there are subtle differences between the gait of the bipedal ASLIP and human

gait. The ASLIP is able to regulate its torso far more accurately (within 2e-16 radians, of the desired orientation) than

the 1◦ −2◦ of torso sway that is typical of human gait [14] likely because its hip torques are not bandwidth limited, and

its back segment is perfectly rigid. The sharp change in hip torque as the leg transitions from single to double stance

(and vice versa) causes a subtle cusp in the horizontal ground reaction force profile (Fig. 4 C) that is not present in

human ground reaction force profiles.

3. Mapping SLIP Torso Dynamics onto an Anthropomorphic Multibody Gait Model

An 11-dof anthropomorphic sagittal plane gait model (Fig. 5) was developed along with a control system for the

legs to regulate the orientation of the torso of the multibody model and cause it to track the XY position of the target

SLIP model. The multibody model is controlled using 6 joint torques applied at both hips, knees and ankles. The

model interacts with the ground using a two-segment foot contact model — an extension of Millard et al. [24] —

consisting of two spherical volumetric contact elements [25] to represent the heel and metatarsal pads. The midfoot

is not rigid, but is allowed to flex slightly at a revolute joint that has a linear spring-damper in parallel with it.

Applying input-output feedback linearization to this model is particularly difficult due to the two-segment vis-

coelastic foot. Instead, an input-output feedback linearization control law is calculated for an approximate model

(detailed in Sec. 3.1) which has a rigid foot. Since the control model is an approximation of the gait model, feedback

control — supplied by the error terms (νx,νy and νθ) — is necessary to ensure that the orientation of the torso is

regulated and its position converges with the COM location of the SLIP model.

ẍM = ẍS + νx (32)

ÿM = ÿS + νy (33)

θ̈M = νθ (34)

Hip, knee and ankle torques that satisfy Eqns. 32-34 are computed for the multibody gait model using a series of

control models (Fig. 6) that have a simplified foot, making it possible to use input-output feedback linearization

[17, 18]. As with the ASLIP model, a set of additional heuristic equations are introduced during double stance to

permit a unique set of joint torques to be computed to satisfy Eqns. 32-34 in this overactuated pose (here the torso has

3 dof, and there are 6 joint torques that can be applied).

Since the legs now have mass (in contrast to the previous models) a swing controller is required to guide the

leg from its final push-off position to its contact position in a specific amount of time. The SLIP model is used to

precompute the swing length ΔX and time since only constant cadence walking is being considered. Guiding the leg

from push-off to heel-contact in a set amount of time, in a manner that requires modest torque magnitudes, and keeps
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Fig. 5: The multibody model

the foot from scuffing the ground is a formidable two-point boundary value problem. Direct collocation optimization

[26] was used to find a trajectory that satisfied these conditions. This pre-computed swing trajectory was used as a

reference for a computed-torque controller to guide the swing limb on the multibody model. The following subsections

detail the approach that was used to control the model during stance (Sec. 3.1) and swing (Sec. 3.3).

3.1. Single Stance Control

Fig. 6: The stance model A), the swing model B) and the double stance model C) used by the control system to compute the hip, knee and ankle

torques. The actual foot contact model consists of a 2-part model that includes volumetric foot contact pads D), while the abstraction used by the

control system treats the foot as a rigid link that rotates about a pin joint that is translating along a prismatic joint E)
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While the importance of modeling the compliance of the human foot accurately has been noted by many in the

gait modeling research community [8, 27, 28], a flexible and compliant foot complicates the control of the torso

substantially. There is little information available in the literature on controlling bipeds that interact with the ground

through a compliant foot. The compliance of the foot limits the forces that the leg can apply to the torso. Heel pad

load cycles [29] suggest that human foot pads behave like nonlinear springs between the bones of the foot and the

ground. When the foot pads are touching the ground, but have not reached steady state compression, the foot pads

behave like a spring of low stiffness. The transient low stiffness of the foot pads greatly limits the ability of the

leg to apply a desirable force and torque to the hip joint. As the pads of the foot compress, their apparent stiffness

significantly increases and can be approximated as being rigid giving the leg greater control authority over the torso.

While a compliant foot is used for the dynamic model (Fig. 6.D), a geometrically equivalent but rigid foot is used for

the control model (Fig. 6.E).

During the transient contact phase when the apparent stiffness of the foot pads is quite low, the control model

and the dynamic model differ. The two models are made to converge to one and other as the foot pads reach steady

state compression by using feed-back control to augment the desired torso accelerations (Eqns. 32- 34). Each of the

feedback error terms (νx,νy and νθ) take the form of a state feedback PD controller:

νx = −Kx(xM − xS ) − Dx(ẋM − ẋS ) (35)

νy = −Ky(yM − yS ) − Dy(ẏM − ẏS ) (36)

νθ = −Kθ(θM − θ0) − Dθ(θ̇M). (37)

Input-output feedback linearization [17, 18] is used to compute the hip, knee, and ankle torques required to ac-

celerate the torso of the multibody model such that Eqns. 32-34 are satisfied. The input-output feedback linearization

control expressions are not formulated using the multibody model (Fig. 5) — due to the difficulties the full foot model

introduces — but with an approximate single stance model (Fig. 6A) that includes a rigid foot. To form the control

law, we first begin with the equations of motion of the stance control model (Fig. 6A) in functional form (using square

brackets to denote matrices).

�̈γS S = [MS S ]−1
4×4

(
− �CS S + [PS S ]4×3

{
�τS S
}
3×1 + [QS S ]4×3

{
�FS W

�τS W

}
3×1

)
(38)

In Eqn. 38 �γS S is the vector of joint angles (and respective derivatives) of the single stance (SS) control model

(Fig. 6A), [MS S ] is the mass matrix, �CS S the vector of Coriolis, centripetal and gravitational forces; [PS S ]4×3 is the

matrix that transforms the joint torques
{
�τS S
}
3×1 into generalized forces; and [QS S ]4×3 is the matrix that transforms the

reaction force and torque vector
{
�FS W , �τS W

}
3×1

(that the swing limb applies to the pelvis) into generalized forces. The

variables used to describe the general multibody terms in Eqn. 38 are used throughout this chapter. The accelerations

of the torso (ẍM , ÿM , θ̈M) can be expressed as a linear combination of the joint accelerations of the stance model. After

substituting the Eqns. 32-33, the SLIP emulation equations, the mapping from the accelerations of the torso to the

angular accelerations of the joints of the leg becomes:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ẍS + νx

ÿS + νy
θ̈S + νθ

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ = [TS S ]3×4

{
�̈γS S

}
. (39)

Substituting Eqn. 38 into Eqn. 39 yields a set of three equations that is linear in the three joint torques �τS S .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ẍS + νx

ÿS + νy
θ̈S + νθ

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ = [TS S ]3×4 [MS S ]−1
4×4

(
− �CS S + [PS S ]4×3

{
�τS S
}
3×1 + [QS S ]4×3

{
�FS W

�τS W

}
3×1

)
(40)

Once the state of the multibody model has been mapped to an equivalent state of the stance model, Eqn. 40

becomes a system of three equations with three unknowns (the three components of�τS S ) making it possible to compute

values of the hip, knee and ankle torques that will satisfy Eqns. 32-34. The hip, knee and ankle states can be mapped

directly from the multibody model to the stance control model.
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γ1
S S = −(θM − π

2
+ αM) (41)

γ2
S S = −βM (42)

γ3
S S = −γM (43)

γ̇1
S S = −(θ̇M + α̇M) (44)

γ̇2
S S = −β̇M (45)

γ̇3
S S = −γ̇M (46)

The geometry of the foot of the control model (Fig. 6A) — the length of the link between the COM of the foot and

the revolute joint attached to the ground — is adjusted so that the revolute joint attaches to the ground at a location

that coincides with the COP of the foot of the multibody model (Fig. 5). The angular velocity of the stance model

foot, and the translational velocity of the COP of the stance model (γ̇4
S S in Fig. 6A and ẋCOP in Fig. 6E) are computed

such that the translational velocity of the ankle joints of the stance control and multibody gait model match.

3.2. Double Stance Control

Fig. 7: The single and double stance control models are switched as a function of foot contact A). The gait model is controlled by the multibody

swing and stance models which use the SLIP and swing reference kinematics as desirable trajectories B)

Once the swing foot comes into contact with the ground, the controller changes its internal state from single stance

to double stance (Fig. 7), and employs a completely different control model (Fig. 6C), for which a new control law

must be derived. As before, input-output feedback linearization is applied to an approximate double stance model to

yield hip, knee and ankle torques for both legs that will satisfy Eqns. 32-34. The derivation begins by computing the

net force and torque that the two legs must apply to the torso to satisfy Eqns. 32-34.

fMx = m(ẍM + νx) (47)

fMy = m(ÿM + νy + g) (48)

τM = Jνθ − L( fMx sin(θM) − fMy cos(θM)) (49)

Scalars fMx, fMy, and τM are the net force and torque that the two legs must apply to the torso (of mass m, inertia J at

an orientation of θM as before) to satisfy Eqns. 32-34. The net force and torque applied to the torso is simply the sum

of the force and torque that each leg applies to the hip joint. As before, horizontal and vertical unit vectors (x̂, ŷ) are

indicated with a circumflex.
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fMx = ( �F1
DS +

�F5
DS ) · x̂ (50)

fMy = ( �F1
DS +

�F5
DS ) · ŷ (51)

τM = τ1
DS + τ

5
DS (52)

Since the net force and torque that is applied to the torso is only comprised of three variables, yet is a function of

six joint torques (τ1−3
DS and τ5−7

DS ), there is no unique solution to this system of equations. As before with the ASLIP

model, extra heuristic equations are introduced to divide the load between the two legs in proportion to the contact

force beneath the respective foot of the multibody model.

�F1
DS · x̂
f y1

M

+
�F5

DS · x̂
f y2

M

= 0 (53)

�F1
DS · ŷ
f y1

M

−
�F5

DS · ŷ
f y2

M

= 0 (54)

τ1
DS

f y1
M

− τ
5
DS

f y2
M

= 0 (55)

The system of six equations (Eqns. 50-52 and Eqns. 53-55) can be solved for the forces and torques that each leg must

apply to hip joint of the torso to satisfy Eqns. 47-49 and Eqns. 50-52. The force and torque that each leg applies to the

hip joint of the torso can be used in combination with the equations of motion of the double stance model (Fig. 6C)

to compute the remaining knee and ankle torques that each leg must generate. The equations of motion of the double

stance model in functional form are

[MDS ]9×9

{
�̈γDS

}
+ �CDS +

{
05×1

�DDS ,4×1
�λ

}
= [PDS ]9×6

{
�τDS
}
6×1 . (56)

Position constraint equations �DDS have been used to model the hip joints (rather than using joint coordinates)

to make it possible to solve for the force that the legs apply at this joint. The reaction force at the hip can now be

expressed as

{
�F1

DS
�F5

DS

}
4×1

= [BDS ]4×4

{
�λ
}

(57)

where matrix [BDS ]4×4 is a matrix that transform the Lagrange multipliers into reaction forces. After solving Eqn. 57

for the Lagrange multipliers that yield the desired joint reaction forces and substituting the result into Eqn. 56 we have

[MDS ]9×9

{
�̈γDS

}
+ �CDS +

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
05×1

�DDS ,4×1[BDS ]−1

{
�F1

DS
�F5

DS

}
4×1

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ = [PDS ]9×6

{
�τDS
}
6×1 (58)

Since the two hip torques (τ1
DS and τ5

DS ) and forces ( f 1
DS and f 5

DS ) are known from the solution to Eqns. 50-52 and

Eqns. 53-55, Eqn. 58 has embedded in it a set of four equations (the constraint equations) that are linear in four

unknowns (τ2
DS , τ3

DS , τ6
DS , and τ7

DS ). After the state of the multibody model (Fig. 5) is mapped to the equivalent state

of the double stance control model (Fig. 6) — using the same procedure detailed in Sec. 3.1 — Eqn. 57 can be solved

for the remaining knee and ankle torques required to satisfy Eqns. 47-49.

3.3. Swing Control
The swing phase has been a topic of robotics research for many years and has resulted in a number of standard

approaches: active trajectory tracking [4, 30], passive swing [11, 31], and a combination of passive and active swing

techniques [32]. Although a lot of research has been done on the topic of swing, little of it is directly applicable to
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formulating a control law that will yield a human-like swing phase. A purely passive swing is quite limiting because

the swing frequency of the limb is fixed by the geometrical and inertial properties of the limb. In addition, it has

been shown that a purely passive swing is incompatible with the human swing phase [33]. A purely trajectory driven

approach is convenient, however, great care must be taken to choose a trajectory that does not require joint torques

that would be impossible for a human to generate. Beginning the swing phase passively and finishing with trajectory

tracking [32] seems like a logical approach, though care must be taken to blend the two phases in a manner that does

not cause torque transients.

Fig. 8: Swing phase simulation results. Model and human joint kinematics (in gray) are shown in A), a stick figure diagram is presented in B) and

plots of model and human normalized joint torques (in gray) are shown in C). Human data [14] is presented as a gray band that encompasses ±1

s.d.

For this preliminary investigation, optimization was used to pre-compute a human-like swing trajectory. During

the multibody simulation, the swing limb was driven to follow the pre-computed optimal swing trajectory using a

computed torque controller with feedback. Human-like swing kinematics that fit the swing phase of the target SLIP

model were found by searching for a trajectory that minimized a convex function of joint work for the swing model

(Fig. 6B). A convex function of joint work was employed to crudely emulate the increased metabolic cost of eccentric

and concentric contractions relative to isometric contractions [34]. Note that the joint angles of the swing model are

represented using the variables ψ1
S W , ψ2

S W , ψ3
S W in the place of αM , βM and γM for convenience.

min
3∑

i=1

∫ t f

t0
(τi

S W ψ̇
i
S W )2dt (59)

Unlike the stance model, bandwidth-limited joint torque actuators were used during the optimization process. It

was critical to use bandwidth-limited joint torque actuators to prevent the optimization algorithm from converging on

a solution that required sharp changes of joint torque outside of human capabilities. Each torque actuator was modeled
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as having a second-order, critically damped (ζ = 1, ωN = 8Hz × 2π rad) impulse response to a torque demand μi to

crudely approximate the behavior of an equivalent set of muscles [1].

τ̈i = ω2
Nμ

i − 2ζωN τ̇
i − ωNτ

i (60)

Direct collocation [26] was used to solve this constrained problem to find solutions that satisfied the equations of

motion,

[MS W ]3×3

{
�̈ψS W

}
+ �CS W = [PS W ]3×3

{
�τS W
}
3×1 (61)

prevented the heel and toe from touching the ground during the swing period,

{
yHEEL

yTOE

}
> 0 (62)

and finished with the heel at the desired contact location, Δx, as defined by the target SLIP model,

{
xHEEL

yHEEL

}
=

{
ΔX

0

}
. (63)

The accelerations of the hip, required in Eqn. 61, were set to the vertical and horizontal accelerations of the SLIP

model. The kinematics and torques of the minimal joint work swing trajectory reveal significant differences from

human swing (Fig. 8). Although the hip and knee initial positions are very similar, the final position of the model

requires more flexion at the hip and knee than is typical of a human swing [14]. The hip torque of the model is

markedly different from human hip torques [14] (estimated using inverse dynamics analysis), taking on a sinusoidal

form. These differences are likely due to both model differences — none of the passive muscle properties are being

modeled — and cost function differences. For the present study this plausible, but clearly un-human swing trajectory

will be used to guide the swing leg to its final position at heel contact.

Once the swing trajectory was established, the swing limb was controlled to follow this trajectory using a standard

computed torque controller [35] as shown in Eqn. 64.

{
�τS W
}
3×1 = [PS W ]−1

3×3

(
[MS W ]3×3

{
�̈ψ∗S W

}
+ �CS W

)
(64)

Since the actual hip acceleration of the multibody model may differ from the desired vertical and horizontal accelera-

tions of the target SLIP model, the state feedback controller shown in Eqn. 65 was used to ensure that the swing limb

would converge to its desired trajectory over time.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ψ̈∗1S W
ψ̈∗2S W
ψ̈∗3S W

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ψ̈1

S W
ψ̈2

S W
ψ̈3

S W

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ − KS W

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
αM − ψ1

S W
βM − ψ2

S W
γM − ψ3

S W

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ − DS W

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
α̇M − ψ̇1

S W
β̇M − ψ̇2

S W
γ̇M − ψ̇3

S W

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ (65)

4. Multibody Control Mapping Evaluation via Simulation

The multibody model and control system was numerically simulated. At each timestep Eqns. 64 and 65 were used

to apply torques to the hip, knee and ankle of the swing limb to ensure that it tracked the desired swing trajectory.

The reaction force and torque, FS W and τS W , that the swing limb applied to the hip joint, along with the desired torso

accelerations from Eqns. 32-34 were substituted into Eqn. 40 prior to solving for the stance limb control torques τ1
S S ,

τ2
S S and τ3

S S during single stance; and Eqn. 58 during double stance.

The simulation results (Fig. 9) indicate that the swing and stance controllers performed well, but problems were

encountered during the transition between these phases (as the spurious ground reaction force in Fig. 9C displays).

The stance controller limited the (Euclidean) distance error between the torso of the multibody model and the SLIP

reference model to less than 1mm, though relatively high levels of feedback were required (Kx = Ky = Dx = Dy = 103

N
m and Ns

m respectively;Kθ = Dθ = 104 Nm
rad and Nms

rad respectively, each set by hand tuning) to make the SLIP and the

multibody torso trajectories converge. During this time, the stance foot moved from being flat on the ground to rotating
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Fig. 9: Multibody gait simulation results. SLIP tracking works very well during single stance but fails at the end of swing

about the toe smoothly. When the swing limb reached its final posture, the target accelerations ψ̈i
M,W and velocities

ψ̇i
M,W were set to zero. This sudden change in desired acceleration and velocity caused the swing controller of Eqn. 64

to apply large torques to the swing limb. These large control torques resulted in correspondingly large reaction forces

at the hip joint, causing the stance controller to go unstable (Fig. 9). Double stance was never reached.

The failure of this control system highlights a fundamental challenge of controlling the state of the torso during

stance, and then controlling the state of the leg during swing: blending these two different control paradigms smoothly

is difficult. Since the state of the leg is not controlled during stance (the state of the torso is), the posture of the leg at

the end of stance is not known a priori. The state feedback terms (Eqn. 65) in the present swing controller (Eqn. 64)

compute large control torques because the state of the leg was different from the pre-computed swing trajectory. It is

likely that similar spurious control torques would be observed during the transition from stance to swing.

5. Conclusions

Although SLIP models have human-like running and walking gaits, it is challenging to map this behavior to an

anthropomorphic model. A bipedal extension of Poulakakis and Grizzle’s ASLIP monopedal model and control laws

was presented. The presented control laws for the bipedal ASLIP make its state equations identical to the bipedal SLIP

model. Mapping the torso dynamics of the SLIP model onto the joint torque space of a full multibody sagittal plane

model with simulated foot contact proved challenging. Although a new stance controller formulation was developed,

the transition from swing to stance (and likely vice-versa) resulted in large control torques, eventually causing the

model to fall.

6. Future Work

Future work should concentrate on determining how best to coordinate the legs during double stance, and on

developing controllers that allow the multibody model to emulate the SLIP while ensuring smooth transitions stance

to swing. The spurious transitions between swing and stance phases of the multibody model could likely be smoothed

if the SLIP target model has continuous swing and stance phases. Such a model could be employed to generate not

only human-like torso trajectories, but also smooth human-like foot trajectories during swing and stance. Future work

is going to concentrate on developing a simple model that has efficient equations of motion — to increase the number

of gaits that can be tested using optimization — and exhibits human-like COM kinematic, ground reaction force, and

swing limb profiles.
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